




KLIK SINGLE WIDTH LADDER FRAME ERECTION INSTRUCTION MANUAL 
The tower requires a minimum of 2 people for assembly; do not attempt to assemble a tower by yourself 

Insert two adjustable legs and castors into frames. 

rungs pushing from inside to out. 

Facing the plain frame, fit a trapdoor platform on 

appropriate rung* over the brace hook as near to the 

frame vertical as possible, trapdoor to ladder frame 

end (*see base set up Fig 1 for guide). 

Fit in 2 horizontal braces to the vertical member of 

the frames, as low as possible, below the 1st rung. 

All horizontal braces fit on from inside the tower 

facing out. 

Secure stabilizers as soon as possible to increase 

tower stability, the lower arm as close to horizontal 

as possible. 

the rungs pushing from inside to out. 

Castor Unlocked 

Castor Locked, note 

castor wheel has 

swivelled in line 

PLEASE NOTE - If temporary platforms are used during 

assembly reposition them during dismantling. Single width 

towers have 2 braces at the base and singular thereafter on 

alternate sides. 

Continue erecting tower to final tower height, repeating steps 

8-12. 

MOVING A TOWER Remove people and materials from the 

tower, and reduce the height of the tower to 4.2m. Adjust and 

raise the stabilizers 25mm from the ground, ensure the 

couplers are tight, and push from at or near the base by 

manual effort only, never use mechanical means. Recheck 

level and reposition stabilizers before use. 

Braces should be in a continuous pattern from rung to rung 

except when interrupted by an intermediate platform.

J 

Facing the plain frame fit 1 diagonal to the bottom 

rung as close to the right hand frame vertical as 

possible. Facing the ladder frame fit 1 diagonal to the 

bottom rung as close to the ladder as possible. 

Facing the ladder frame, fit a trapdoor platfonn on 

appropriate rung* inside the brace hook as near to 

the ladder as possible (*see base set up Fig 1 for 

guide). 

Fit the diagonal braces to continue in a regular pattern 

from rung to rung except when interrupted by an 

intermediate trapdoor platform.

Dismantling is the reverse of assembly except to 

remove guardrail braces. Unclip the far end hooks and 

then from a sitting position through the trapdoor (3T) 

remove the guardrail braces. Do not remove the 

handrails whilst standing on the platfonn; this would 

put you at risk. 

 The scaffold must be verticle in both planes within
an inclination of 1%




